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Brief Introduction to Experimental Psychology
The most popular approach these days:

Manipulated Variables -> Statistical Model -> Observed Variables

Example:

Make people drink or not drink water (manipulated variable) and ask how 
much hungriness do they feel (observed variable).



For example, use a statistical model that assumes the level of how much 
hungriness people feel is quite similar between people of the same condition, 
in other words, follows a normal distribution, to describe the observations.
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Brief Introduction to Experimental Psychology
Discuss about the difference between the observations from different 
conditions, for example, whether drinking water makes a person feel hungry 
in a statistically significant amount.

No Water Water
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Difference!



Another Representation of the Water Example
The Model:

The Question:

Does this arrow exist (in a statistically significant way)?
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Example of an Experiment



Example of an Experiment
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Morph w/ Bush did +0.3 compared 
to Morph w/ Kerry in average.
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Definition of Social Psychology
[Social psychology is] an attempt to understand and explain how the thought, 
feeling, and behavior of individuals are influenced by the actual, imagined, or 
implied presence of others. (Gordon Allport, 1954)

Originally, the word “others” includes people.

For AR/VR, the word “others” includes virtual humans.



The Grand Question for Virtual Humans
Are virtual humans (perceptually) different from people?

According to the media equation, yes.

But the media equation is about media having the same direction of the 
psychological effects, such as making people follow social norms. Would the 
intensity also be the same--would people show same level of politeness?



The Better Version of the Grand Question
According to the social influence theory and common sense, higher the 
presence level, the more similar the virtual humans will be.

Which level of presence from virtual humans lead to which level of behavioral 
change from people and which level of perceptual similarity between real and 
virtual human does that imply?



People do not stay too much close to each other, and the distance that makes 
people feel too much is based on their social relationship.

In general, the distance is the largest between strangers and the closest 
between significant others.

Important catch for AR/VR researchers:

People are okay right next to, for example, a rock they have never met 
before in life, while they do not prefer such behavior for an equivalent person.

Proxemics (Personal Space)
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Important catch for AR/VR researchers:

People are okay right next to, for example, a rock they have never met 
before in life, while they do not prefer such behavior for an equivalent person.

As expected, higher realism of virtual humans did increase the size of 
personal space.

While the direction is not that much surprising, the numbers--the how 
much part--have value.

Lessons from Proxemics Studies


